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Modelling and Control of a Plastic Film
Manufacturing Web Process

Sung-ho Hur, Reza Katebi, and Andrew Taylor

Abstract—This paper is concerned with the modelling of a
plastic film manufacturing process and the development and im-
plementation of a model-based Cross-Directional (CD) controller.
The model is derived from first-principles and some empirical
relationships. The final validated nonlinear model could provide
a useful off-line platform for developing control and monitoring
algorithms.

A new controller is designed which has a similar structure
to that of Internal Model Control (IMC) with the addition of
an observer whose gain is designed to minimise process and
model mis-match. The observer gain is obtained by solving a
multi-objective optimisation problem through the application of
a genetic algorithm. The controller is applied to the nonlinear
model and simulation results are presented demonstrating im-
provements that can be achieved by the proposed controller over
two existing CD controllers.

Index Terms—Plastic film manufacturing, web process, 2D
control design and tuning, optimisation, and industrial control.

I. INTRODUCTION

The first part of this paper reports on the development of a
nonlinear model of a plastic film manufacturing process. The
modelling of a large-scale process, such as the one concerned
in this paper, can be time consuming and complex, and such
a model is therefore still rare. However, when such a model
becomes available, it can bring many advantages. For instance,
most model-based control and monitoring algorithms require
a state-space or transfer function model identified from the
process. Assuming that the model is accurate, it can be used
to simulate the process enabling shorter and more flexible
process experiments leading to less wasted product. The model
could also allow new and existing control and monitoring
algorithms to be developed, tested, and compared to improve
plant performance. By adding disturbances and faults, realistic
scenarios where faults and disturbances are present can be
simulated without the need for experiments on the real process.
Moreover, the model would also allow for the design of the
spatial characteristics, optimal position, and spacing of sensors
and actuators [1].

As with other web forming processes, such as the papermak-
ing and metal-rolling, plastic film extrusion employs arrays
of actuators across a continuously moving web to control
the Cross-Directional (CD) thickness profile of the finished
product as measured by a scanning gauge downstream of the
process. CD control has received a considerable attention in
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the academic community and there have been many papers
published studying various CD controller designs [2]. The
second part of this paper reports the development of a new
model-based CD controller. The performance of this controller
is assessed by application to the nonlinear model and compar-
ing it with two other existing controllers. This model is used
to simulate the plant throughout this paper.

The proposed controller design has a similar structure to that
of the controller reported in [3] since both are modifications
to Internal Model Control (IMC). The controller presented
here requires the online solution of a quadratic programming
problem to achieve optimal steady state performance subject
to actuator and bending constraints. Model-based CD con-
trollers require an accurate reference model and controller
performance can be improved by minimising the effects of
process-model mismatch and disturbances. Consequently, the
proposed controller design employs an observer in place of the
reference model in order to reduce the effect of process-model
mismatch as well as disturbances.

A brief description of the plastic film manufacturing process
is presented in Section II, and the development and validation
of the nonlinear model are described in Section III. The CD
controller is introduced in Section IV, and the performance of
the proposed controller and comparison with existing ones are
reported in Section V. Conclusion is drawn in Section VI.

II. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 depicts a process flow diagram of the film manu-
facturing process, which produces biaxially oriented polyethe-
lene terephthalate (PET) and polyethelene naphthalate (PEN)
films by stretching the film in the Cross-Direction (CD) and
Machine-Direction (MD) [4]. In the preparation stage the
virgin polymer is converted into pellets which are then melted
via extrusion and fed into the die. The die releases a polymer
melt curtain (1.0 - 2.0 m by 4.0 mm), which is drawn down
and quenched on a casting drum to form a cast web or film.
This film is conveyed along the surfaces of the casting drum,
quench roll and slow-nip rolls and reaches the preheat rolls.
The fast and slow nip rolls are speed controlled, and the speed
difference between them stretches the film in the MD with
stretch ratio of approximately 3 to 1. The purpose of the
preheat rolls is to increase the temperature of the film above its
glass transition temperature, and the cooling rolls cool down
the film to strengthen the mechanical properties of the film
formed during the stretching process.

The stenter oven comprises of four stages: pre-heat oven,
sideways-draw, crystalliser, and cooling zone. The pre-heat
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Fig. 1. Process flow diagram

oven raises the film temperature such that it can be stretched
more easily. During the second stage of the stenter oven, the
edges of the film are clipped and led along diverging rails
causing the film to stretch in the CD. Typically the width of
the film is increased in the sideways draw to approximately
3 times its original width. The stretched film structure is then
heat set in the crystalliser and cooling zone by first heating and
then quickly cooling the film. The finished film, now roughly
a ninth of the cast film thickness, is spooled onto a roll and
transported away for processing.

The CD thickness profile of the film formed on the casting
drum is varied in order to control the CD thickness profile
of the finished film. This is achieved by adjusting the CD
thickness profile of the mass flow rate discharged through the
die-lip gap using actuators that locally heat the polymer to
decrease the melt viscosity and thus increases the mass flow
rate, or vice versa.

III. THE NONLINEAR MODEL

To track changes in the thickness profile, it requires tracking
changes in temperature, velocity, and widths of the film at
positions along the MD and CD of film path. For modelling
purposes the process is decomposed into a series of unit
operations as depicted in Fig. 1. Within each of these unit
operations the film path is meshed in the MD (x-direction) and
CD (y-direction) using a uniform rectangular mesh (see Fig.
3). Modules (or sub-models) for mass-transfer, heat-transfer
and deformation are then formulated for each unit operation
and fitted to the mesh.

In the next two sub-sections, the mass and heat transfer
modules, which are common for all unit operations, are
presented. These are followed by the descriptions of how these
modules can be applied to each of the unit operations.

A. Mass transfer model
To capture the dynamic variation in the film thickness, the

mass per unit area of the film is defined as basis weight (W
in kg/m2). The thickness can then be defined as basis weight
per density of the film. Tracking the basis weight variation
along the MD and CD of the film will then be equivalent to
tracking the thickness variation. Assuming that the film travels
at velocity vm(t) (m/s) in the MD only and ∆x and ∆y
denote the length and width of each mesh section (see Fig.
3), the basis weight at position (i∆x, j∆y) of the film can be
described as

∂Wi,j(t)

∂t
= vm(t)

Wi−1,j(t)−Wi,j(t)

∆x
(1)

The above equation describes the mass flow in each of the
rectangular mesh sections along the film path. The velocity is
assumed to be constant for a given ∆x.
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Fig. 2. 2-D explanatory view of the die component of the film manufacturing
process

B. Heat transfer model

Due to the relatively high transport velocity of the film, it
is assumed that conductive heat transfer within the film can
be neglected. The temperature, Ti,j(t), at position (i∆x, j∆y)
can therefore be modelled using the following convective heat
transfer equation,

∂Ti,j(t)

∂t
= vm(t)

Ti−1,j(t)− Ti,j(t)
∆x

+
Q(t)

cfWi,j(t)∆x∆y
(2)

where cf and Q(t) denote the specific heat of the film
(J/kg/K) and the heat added or removed from the film (J/s),
respectively.

The top and bottom surfaces of the film are either in contact
with a roll surface or exposed to air. For the surface in contact
with a roll surface, the following heat transfer equation is used:

Qc(t) = ∆x∆yhc(Tc(t)− Ti,j(t)) (3)

where hc and Tc(t) respectively denote the heat transfer coeffi-
cient (J/s/m2/K) and the temperature of the cooling/heating
medium, such as air or water, inside the roller. For the film
surface exposed to air, heat transfer by radiation or convection
is considered, leading to the following heat transfer equation:

Qa(t) = ∆x∆y (ha(Ta(t)− Ti,j(t))
+∆x∆y

(
σε(Ta(t)4 − Ti,j(t)4)

)
(4)

where σ denotes Stefan Boltzmann’s constant (J/s/m2/K4) and
ε the emissivity. Heat transfer coefficients, hc and ha, are
dependent on temperature and therefore vary throughout the
process.

Heat transfer within the stenter is mainly carried out by
blowing hot or cold air onto the surfaces of the film, in which
case only the first term of (4) is employed.

C. Die

The process starts with polymer melt that is fed into the
die through a circular pipe connected to one side of the
die. Due to the mechanical design of the die, the melt flow
is distributed almost evenly along the width of the die and
subsequently discharged through the die gap onto the casting
drum. Die bolt heaters mounted across the width of the die
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are used by the CD control system to manipulate the melt
flow. The actuator outputs for these heaters are provided by
the CD control system based on the CD thickness profile of
the finished product.

For modelling purposes, the die is considered as being
comprised of interconnected pipes which construct a flow
mesh as shown in Fig. 2 – the figure assumes that the die is
divided into 5 sections for brevity. The flow is thus assumed
to travel horizontally in the die body row and vertically
through the taper and land rows as depicted in the figure.
The horizontal and vertical flows are respectively described by
Poiseuille’s law for laminar flow of viscous fluid as follows
[5]:

Pi+1,j − Pi,j =
3µLi,j

πR4
i,j

Vi+1,j (5)

and
Pi,j+1 − Pi,j =

3µLi,j

πR4
i,j

Vi,j+1 (6)

where µ is the viscosity of the polymer melt, Li,j and Ri,j

are the appropriate pipe length and radius of each CD section,
Pi,j is the pressure in section (i, j), and Vi,j is the volumetric
flow in section (i, j).

To empirically model the effect of the die bolt heaters the
following pressure flow relation is used:

Pi+1,j − Pi,j = kjVi,j (7)

where the coefficient kj is a viscosity factor given by

kj = β1xj +

Ns∑
n=1

(βn+1xj−n + βn+1xj+n) (8)

where β is a vector of coefficients derived from the actuator
interaction, x is a vector of die bolt heater settings, and Ns is a
constant determined by the size of the actuator interaction. The
form of (8) is derived from the observation that a particular die
bolt heater affects the flow rate of not only the corresponding
region of the film but also the neighbouring region.

By combining the above equations with appropriately se-
lected continuity equations the flow conditions within the die
can be computed by solving a linear system of equations.

D. Casting Drum

When the polymer melt is released through the die-lip gap
onto the surface of the casting drum, a thick film is formed.
The thickness of this film is determined by the mass flow rate
leaving the die-lip gap and the speed of the casting drum. In
order to compute the mass per unit area deposited onto the
casting drum at a position j∆y along the width of the casting
drum, the following formula is used:

Wj(t) =
ṁj(t)

vm(t)∆yj(vm(t), Tj(t))
(9)

where ṁj(t) denotes the mass flow rate (kg/s) released
through the die-lip gap at position j∆y, vm(t) is the velocity
of the casting drum, and ∆yj(vm(t), Tj(t)) refers to a scalar
function that returns a correction factor to compensate for
the fact that the film shrinks in the width direction near
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Fig. 3. Sideways Draw

the edges – this phenomenon is known as neck-in. The
function ∆yj(vm(t), Tj(t)) may be obtained by solving a
computational fluid dynamics problem for different casting
drum velocities and discharge temperatures.

The heat transfer and mass transfer associated with the
casting drum process is modelled using the heat and mass
transfer models presented in Sections III-A and III-B.

E. Pre-heating, Slow-nip, Fast-nip, and Cooling Rolls

These unit operations are all modelled using the previously
presented mass and heat transfer models.

F. Forward draw

The film is stretched in the MD due to the speed difference
between the slow and fast-nip rolls. The mass flow rate leaving
the slow-nip rolls at position j∆y can be computed by

ṁj(t) = Wj(t)vs(t)∆y (10)

where vs(t) denotes the velocity of slow nip rolls. Due to
the law of mass conservation, the mass flow rate at the fast
nip rolls must be the same, giving the following relation to
compute the mass of the stretched film, W̃j(t),

W̃j(t) =
Wj(t)∆yvs(t)

vf (t)∆yj(vf (t)/vs(t), Tj(t))
(11)

where vf (t) denotes the velocity of fast-nip rolls and
∆yj(vf (t)/vs(t), Tj(t)) refers to a scalar nonlinear function
that compensates for the neck-in phenomenon.

G. Stenter Oven

The stenter oven is comprised of pre-heat oven, sideways-
draw, crystalliser, and cooling zone. Apart from sideways-
draw, these unit operations can be modelled using the generic
models for heat and mass transfer presented in Section III-B.

The behaviour of the film during the sideways-draw depends
on factors such as speed, thickness, and temperature. To
develop a mathematical model of the sideways-draw, a CD
strip of the film is considered as shown in Fig. 3. For brevity,
the film strip in Fig. 3 is divided into three CD sections. This
figure illustrates the effect of stretching. Note that the un-
stretched film is divided into sections with uniform widths,
but different heights. The stretched film on the other hand
exhibits non-uniform section widths and heights. Since the
same stretching force acts on each section of the film, thinner
sections are more prone to stretch than thicker sections.
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In order to develop a mathematical model of the sideways
draw, the concept of strain (stretched length) will be intro-
duced. Strain can be defined as

εj =
w̃j − wj

wj
(12)

where w̃j denotes the stretched width of the film in section
j and wj is the un-stretched width of the film in section j.
Using the equation above, the stretched width can be written
as

w̃j = wj(εj + 1) (13)

Since the un-stretched width of each section of the film is
uniform, the above expression can be written as

w̃j =
w

n
(εj + 1) (14)

where w is the total un-stretched width of the film such that

w = w1 + w2 + · · ·+ wn (15)

and n denotes the number of sections. Substituting (15) in (14)
gives

w̃ =
w

n
(ε1 + 1) +

w

n
(ε2 + 1) + · · ·+ w

n
(εn + 1)

The stress (stretch force) acting on each section of the film
can be computed using

σj =
F

Aj
(16)

where F is the equal force acting on each section and Aj is
the cross sectional area of the jth section.

The stress acting on the jth section can be related to the
strain of the jth section by a stress-strain relationship [4]. The
stress-strain relationship adopted in this instance is nonlinear
function that depends on stretch temperature, average strain
rate, and velocity as follows:

σj = f(εj , Tj , vm) (17)

which is an empirical model based on laboratory experiments.
Combining (16) and (17), a system of nonlinear equations

can be obtained and solved for F and εj .
The full details of the model are presented in [6].

IV. CROSS DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

There are two approaches [3] to cross-directional control de-
sign. The first approach uses robust control design methods to
provide a good degree of stability and performance robustness
and the constraints are dealt with limited anti-windup. The
second approach uses model based predictive control methods,
which directly includes the constraints, and hence provide a
better steady-state response. The proposed method belongs to
the first approach, but an optimisation problem is proposed
and solved online to improve the steady state response.

A model-based controller requires a reference model. One
advantage of the controller proposed here is that there is no
need to separate the dynamic component from the spatial
component unlike the controller design reported in [3]. The
derivation of a model in such a form requires a system
identification process similar to the one described in [2].

Plant
u y

B s/1 C

A

+

observer

K

r

+ +
_

+ +

D
+ +x~ y~

NL )( 1-zGc

Fig. 4. Proposed controller

Instead, the proposed controller design utilises the System
Identification ToolboxTM7 in Matlab R©to derive a linear model.
This state space model is used to construct an observer
which is then employed as the reference model. The observer
can be designed to minimise the effects of process-model
mismatch and disturbances, thereby improving the controller
performance.

The full details of the identified linear models can be found
in [7].

A. Observer Design

The mathematical description of the observer is as follows:

˙̃x(t) = Ax̃(t) + Bu(t) + K(y(t)− ỹ(t))

ỹ(t) = Cx̃(t) + Du(t) (18)

where y(t) ∈ Rn and ỹ(t) ∈ Rn denote the plant mea-
surements and model estimates, respectively, and u(t) ∈ Rm

represents the control action – note that A is square. The
term involving the observer gain K should correct the observer
estimate continuously such that ỹ(t) follows y(t) more closely.
This implies that the effects of process-model mismatch and
disturbances can be reduced by optimising K. Derivation of an
optimal gain K is summarised in this section. Gc(z

−1) and the
nonlinear element (NL) in Fig. 4 are responsible for dynamic
compensation and steady state performance respectively and
are discussed in Section IV-B and Section IV-C.

1) Observer Gain in Frequency Domain: Process-model
mismatch and disturbances may be described by additional
terms d1(t) ∈ Rr and d2(t) ∈ Rn as follows:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + d1(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) + d2(t) (19)

Subtracting ˙̃x(t) in (18) from ẋ(t) in (19), the equation for the
residual r(t) can be derived as follows: [8]

ė(t) = (A−KC)e(t) + d1(t)−Kd2(t)

r(t) = Ce(t) + d2(t) (20)

where

ė(t) = ẋ(t)− ˙̃x(t) (21)

The Laplace transform of (20) is thus

r(s) = C(sI− A + KC)−1d1(s)

+ (I−KC(sI− A + KC)−1)d2(s) (22)
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Subsequently, the effects of process-model mismatch and dis-
turbances can be minimised using the following performance
indices:

J1(K) =
∥∥C(sI− A + KC)−1

∥∥
∞ (23)

J2(K) =
∥∥I− C(sI− A + KC)−1K

∥∥
∞ (24)

where ‖.‖∞ denotes L∞ norm, also known as infinity norm.
By minimising J1(K) and J2(K), the maximums of the largest
singular values of C(sI− A + KC)−1 and I−KC(sI− A +
KC)−1, which correspond to the peak gains of the frequency
response, are minimised. Hence, the effects of process-model
mismatch and disturbances can be minimised.

If any information about the distrurbances or process-
model mismatch is given, the vectors d1(t) and d2(t) may
be reconstructed to approximate the effect of the disturbances
and process-model mismatch as:

d1(t) = ∆Ax(t) + ∆Bu(t) + E1d̃1(t)

d2(t) = ∆Cx(t) + ∆Du(t) + E2d̃2(t) (25)

where E1 and E2 are the disturbance distribution matrices and
d̃1(t) and d̃2(t) are the disturbance vectors. ∆A, ∆B, ∆C and
∆D are the modelling errors.

The system in (19) is assumed to be controllable and
observable. d1(t) and d2(t) are assumed to be bounded and
not known. However, if some bounds on these signals can be
estimated then good stability robustness may be incorporated
in the design by adding these as constraints to the minimisation
problems of the performance indices (23) and (24) or using
H-infinity control design technique. However, this approach is
not pursued here but good robustness is achieved by carefully
tuning the controller and testing the controller against different
disturbances and operating conditions. As a result, the effects
of disturbances and modelling errors may be minimised even
further resulting in improved robustness.

The problem now is to find K such that J1(K) and J2(K)
are minimised. However, it is likely that K causes instability.
This can be prevented by parameterising K via the eigenstruc-
ture assignment method summarised here.

2) Parameterisation via Eigenstructure Assignment
Method: When conducting an optimisation to minimise
J1(K) and J2(K) in (23) and (24), it is important to ensure
that the stability of the observer is always guaranteed,
assuming that no disturbance or fault is present, and this
leads to more complex constrained optimisation problem. To
guarantee the stability condition, Chen and Patton [8] suggest
the use of the eigenstructure assignment method which
parameterises K. The method has an advantage of allowing
the eigenvalues in predefined regions and is summarised as
follows: First it is assumed that the eigenvalues are always
real for the sake of brevity. Since the observer design problem
is the “dual problem” of the controller design, vi is the
ith eigenvector of AT − CT KT corresponding to the ith
eigenvalue λi as follows:

(AT − CT KT )vi = λivi (26)

vi = −(λiI− AT )−1CT wi (27)

)( 1-zGc+ _

_

+

)( 1-zGp

)(
~ 1-zGp

+

d

us

r

+ y

Fig. 5. Generic IMC Design

where wi = KT vi. There are now two design parameters
wi and λi instead of one design parameter K. These design
parameters still do not guarantee the stability of the observer.

The eigenvalue λi, one of the design parameters, is generally
not required to be placed at a specific point in the s or z-
planes but rather in a predefined region to satisfy the stability
condition. This in turn provides more relaxed design freedom
as follows:

λi ∈ [Li, Ui] (28)

where Li and Ui (i = 1, . . . n) respectively denote the upper
and lower bounds. By defining an equation for the eigenvalue
as

λi = Li + (Ui − Lisin
2(zi)) (29)

zi ∈ R (i = 1, . . . , n) becomes a design parameter instead of
λi. Any zi subsequently guarantees the stability condition.

Finally, the two design parameter vectors W and Z have
been defined and the performance indices in (23) and (24)
can be rewritten as follows:

J1(W,Z) =
∥∥C(sI− A + KC)−1

∥∥
∞ (30)

J2(W,Z) =
∥∥I−KC(sI− A + KC)−1)

∥∥
∞ (31)

where

K = [WV−1]T (32)

Having redefined the multi-objective optimisation problem as
finding Z and W from finding K only, the stability condition
is always guaranteed.

Since, two performance indices (30) and (31) need to
be minimised simultaneously, a multi-objective optimisation
technique is required. The use of an evolutionary algorithm
[9] is proposed here to solve the multi-objective optimisation
problem. The controller design in this paper exploits a genetic
algorithm. The algorithm is not presented here but readers are
referred to [9] instead.

B. Dynamic Compensation

Bump test results can be used to approximate the dynamic
response of the plant as follows:

h(z−1) =
1− α

1− αz−1
z−k (33)

where α is the time constant of the process. Recall that
the proposed controller design benefits from not having to
separate the spatial component from the dynamic component
of the reference model. Although the bump tests provided the
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dynamic response of the model, the benefit claimed is still
valid as the spatial component of the model is still unknown.

The generic IMC design illustrated in Fig. 5 usually designs
Gc(z

−1) as the inverse of the reference model G̃p(z−1) so
that if G̃p(z−1) is equal to Gp(z−1), y(t) is also equal to
s(t). However, G̃p(z−1) is usually non-invertible and should
therefore be factorised into invertible and non-invertible com-
ponents first as follows:

G̃p(z−1) = G̃+
p (z−1)G̃−p (z−1) (34)

where the invertible component is given by

G̃+
p (z−1) =

1− α
1− αz−1

(35)

Subsequently, Gc(z
−1) can be designed as the inverse of

G̃+
p (z−1). Furthermore, the effect of process-model mismatch

can be minimised to improve robustness. Since mismatches
generally occur at the high frequency region of the frequency
response, a low-pass filter Gf (z−1) is usually added to atten-
uate the effect of process-model mismatch as follows:

Gc(z
−1) = [G̃+

p (z−1)]−1Gf (z−1) (36)

where

Gf (z−1) =
1− β

1− βz−1
(37)

Substituting (35) into (36), the equation for the controller is

Gc(z
−1) =

(
1− αz−1

1− α

)(
1− β

1− βz−1

)
(38)

where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is the low-pass filter bandwidth and can be
tuned to reduce the effect of process-model mismatch.

The proposed controller design in Fig. 4 has a similar
structure to Fig. 5. Therefore, Gc(z

−1) in Fig. 4 is also given
by (38) but as a diagonal transfer function matrix for the multi-
variable process.

C. Steady State Performance

Optimal steady state performance can be achieved by min-
imising ‖y(t)‖2 = ‖ỹ(t) + r(t)‖2 where ỹ(t) is given in (18)
and ‖.‖2 denotes L2 norm.

In the steady state, ˙̃x(t) in (18) is equal to zero and therefore
the equation becomes

x̃(t) = −A−1Bu(t)− A−1Kr(t) (39)

Substituting (39) into the following

ỹ(t) = Cx̃(t) + Du(t) (40)

and assuming D is a zero matrix, the following can be derived:

ỹ(t) = −CA−1Bu(t)− CA−1Kr(t) (41)

Since y(t) = ỹ(t) + r(t)

y(t) = −CA−1Bu(t) + (I− CA−1K)r(t) (42)

Hence, optimal steady state performance can be attained
with

uss = arg min
u

∥∥−CA−1Bu(t) + (I− CA−1K)r(t)
∥∥
2

(43)

where u(t) is subject to constraints, such as actuator saturation
and bending constraints. The nonlinear element (NL) in Fig.
4 continuously produces the control action using (43). In
order to solve the quadratic programming required for (43), “
fmincon” function provided by the Optimization ToolboxTM4.3
was utilised.

D. Computational Structure of the Controller

The proposed controller design can be summarised as
follows (Fig. 4):

1) Derivation of a reference model: A reference model in
state space form is derived.

2) Design of an observer, K: In order to find K to minimise
the effects of process-model mismatch and disturbances,
the genetic algorithm is exploited for the multi-objective
optimisation problem. Moreover, the stability of the
observer is guaranteed by the use of the eigenstructure
assignment method summarised in Section IV.

3) Dynamic compensation: For dynamic compensation, the
IMC design is employed (Section IV-B).

4) Steady state performance: Online optimisation is con-
ducted to calculate optimal control action uss by con-
tinuously solving (43) (Section IV).

V. IMPLEMENTATION, TUNING, VALIDATION, AND
SIMULATION

A. Model

1) Implementation and Parameter Tuning: The model has
been implemented in Matlab/Simulink R©. The model encom-
passes several hundred dynamic states. The model allows
users to change the number of CD sections modelled, and
the simulation results shown in Section V are for a 10 CD
section model. This is considerably less than the number used
in a typical CD control system. A realistic model requires
around 250 CD sections to capture detailed dynamics and ill-
conditioned nature of the process and the proposed model can
be extended to include more sections. However, in common
with many other process control design practices, a reduced
order model is used here to capture the main dynamics and
derive models for control design purposes. The model has been
tuned using a set of typical real measurements which include
operational and geometrical parameters such as process speed,
temperature, heat transfer coefficients, and die geometry.

2) Validation: Although the model can predict other film
properties, the main purpose of the model is to predict the film
thickness (or basis weight (kg/m2), which is linearly related
to thickness). The validation experiments carried out have
therefore mainly focused on the ability of the model to predict
this property. The validation included mapping or comparing
the film thicknesses that the model predicts at various locations
such as die outlet and sideways draw outlet with real data.

Another validation method was to compare the model
predictions with those from the empirical model described in
(44). The empirical model has been derived from identification
trials similar to those reported in [10] and [11].

yt = q−dg(q−1)kpGut (44)
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where ut and yt respectively represent actuator set-points and
the thickness profile. G is the interaction matrix representing
the spatial response, which for this process gives each actuator
the response of a Gaussian curve, kp is the process gain, d is
the integer process delay, and g(q−1) represents the discrete
form of a first order model [10]. G has one row for each output
measurement and one column for each actuator.

The results showed that the deviation between the prediction
of the nonlinear model and the measurement data and the
deviation between the prediction of the nonlinear model and
the empirical model both remained within a 5% margin.

Finally, to compensate for locations where real data are not
available, a number of open-loop step response tests at various
locations were carried out, and the results were validated
against the process by the expert operators.

B. Controller
A number of simulations have been conducted to demon-

strate how the controller performs, and three of these simula-
tions are depicted in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. These simulations have
been conducted not only for the proposed controller but also
for the industrial controller reported in [10] and another model-
based controller reported in [3] for comparison purposes. Figs.
6, 7 and 8 show the steady state CD thickness profile measured
by the scanning gauge and the corresponding actuator set-
points. Red plots are for the “Proposed” controller; blue plots
are for the “Industrial” controller; and black plots are for the
one reported in [3] and labelled as “IMC”. It was assumed that
the film was divided into 10 lanes (Section III). To simulate
what happens in real-life, the edges – the first and last lanes
– were not controlled and left open-loop instead. Therefore,
the figures do not show the first and last lanes. The y-axes
represent thickness in percentage deviation from the mean,
and the x-axes denote the CD position.

The existing controllers reported in [3] and [10] employ the
model given in (44) as the reference model. However, for the
proposed controller design, a linear model is directly identified
from the nonlinear model. The model in (44) on the other hand
has been identified directly from a real plant as opposed to
the nonlinear model. Although the model has been developed
to simulate the plant, a mismatch between the plant and the
model still exists. Therefore, the existing controllers would
experience larger model-plant mismatch than the proposed
controller making the comparison unfair. As a result, the
reference model for all controllers has been identified using
the model in (44). The resulting model is a state space model
with A ∈ Rr×r, B ∈ Rr×n, C ∈ Rn×r, and D ∈ Rn×n,
where n and r are respectively 10 and 14. Further details of
this model can be found in [7]

If the reference model is identified from the nonlinear
model, improved performance of the proposed controller can
be expected. It is also important to point out that the industrial
controller has been tuned to work optimally with the plant as
opposed to the nonlinear model, which implies that improved
performance of the industrial controller can also be expected
with improved tuning parameters. Furthermore, the IMC con-
troller reported in [3] has a number of different versions which
are not presented here.
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Fig. 6. Simulation 1: Steady state CD thickness profile under normal
operational conditions
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Fig. 7. Simulation 2: Steady state CD thickness profile with fast-roll speed
variation from t = 0s; y-axis of upper plot has a different range from those
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8

Subsequently, all the controllers have been tuned and ap-
plied to the nonlinear model and the simulation results are
summarised as follows: In Simulation 1, set point tracking
is tested. The proposed controller achieves a noticeable im-
provement over the existing controllers under normal operating
conditions as shown in Fig. 6. Although no disturbances
are present, the set-points are not flat because model-plant
mismatch exists under normal operating conditions. As the
proposed controller is designed to minimise the effect of model
mismatch, it demonstrates better robustness.

In Simulation 2, persistent variation in fast-roll speed is
introduced. The speed varies randomly within ±10% of the
desired speed. The proposed controller achieves a noticeable
improvement over the IMC controller and a slight improve-
ment over the industrial controller.

A polymer melt is fed into the die at a certain mass flow
rate (Section II). In Simulation 3, mass flow rate starts to vary
suddenly from 3000s in contrast to Simulation 2, where the
variation occurs from 0s. The purpose of this simulation is
to see how the controller responds to a disturbance appearing
suddenly. Mass flow rate varies randomly within ±10% of the
desired rate. Fig. 8 shows that the proposed controller achieves
a noticeable improvement over the industrial controller but has
a similar performance to the IMC controller.
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Fig. 8. Simulation 3: Steady state CD thickness profile with mass flow
variation from t = 3000s

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF CONTROLLERS

σ2P (%) σ2I (%) σ2M (%) τP (s) τI(s) τM (s)

S1 1.1e−6 243.6e−6 67.6e−6 0.11 0.00 0.05

S2 0.18e−6 212.38e−6 11203.70e−6 0.11 0.00 0.05

S3 0.003e−6 215.487e−6 0.024e−6 0.11 0.00 0.05

e denotes ×10

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate that the steady state actuator
set-points for the proposed controller are close to those of
the industrial controller for all the simulations. Despite this,
the thickness profiles look quite different when they are
expected to be the same. This is because when the process
reaches steady state, the online optimisation used for solving
(43) hardly stops fine-tuning the proposed controller, thereby
improving the thickness profiles even further.

To compare the computation load of the controllers, the
time τ (s) taken by each controller per each call on a
AMDTMPhenom X4 955 GHz machine is given in Table I. P, I,
and M denote “Proposed”, “Industrial”, and “IMC” controllers,
and S “Simulation”. Moreover, the variance σ2 of the thickness
are also tabulated and this clearly demonstrates the superior
steady-state performance of the proposed controller.

VI. CONCLUSION

Nonlinear models of the plastic film manufacturing web
process are still rare as these models are regarded difficult and
time consuming to build. Nonetheless, this paper introduces
such a model, taking account the characteristics of each unit of
the process. The model can be utilised in many ways including
testing different operational scenarios for tuning the process
as well as training the operators. Moreover, it allows control
algorithms to be developed and tested.

A new model-based CD controller is also proposed and
compared with existing controllers. The simulation results
demonstrate improved performance for both steady-state and
dynamic conditions. The improvements are mainly due to the
observer whose gain is designed to minimise the effects of
process-model mis-match and disturbances.
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